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Why is TABER'S 20th Edition the ONLY CHOICE for your students?Because for more than 65

years, Taber's has provided students and practitioners with the definitions and information they

need to provide superior care for their patients: 56,000 definitions with 2,400 brand new to the 20th

edition almost 50% more than our nearest competitorMore than 6,000 revised terms700 superior

illustrations with more than 500 in full color100 more Patient Care sections NEW!Cautions

statements added to almost 350 terms bold and in a second colorNew and revised appendices,

including Nutrition, Complementary Medicine, and Appendix 13, which explains the roles of the

Health Professions health care team members NEW!Improved placement of multi-word entries (for

example, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary disease and Irritable bowel syndrome are now listed in

natural word order) NEW!Almost 30,000 pronunciations of new and current termsMore colorful

interior design NEW!Easier to understand definitions NEW! New and revised terms in Taber's 20th

Edition give your students the answers at their fingertips, such as:Cephalostat AndropauseFilm

speed Pulmonary interstitial emphysema Magnetic resonance angiography Complementary and

alternative medicine definitions keep your students at the forefront of care:Stress management

Flaxseed oil Glucosamine Patient Care Statements offer clinically pertinent information on such

conditions as:Acute respiratory distress syndromeFractureMyasthenia gravis New and revised

illustrations and tables complement the text and strengthen students' understanding of the

terms:Cheyne-Stokes respiration Prostate cancer Paranasal sinus Important Considerations in

Palliative Care We recruit top educators and practitioners from virtually every health profession to

make sure the information is relevant and accurate. This is just one more way we make certain that

Taber's provides your students with the best, most up-to-date reference.The Proven Choice Since

1940. "Taber's is the best. I've used it for over 20 years. It has been selected by our faculty as a

required resource for our students." -- Gwena Pollard, RN, BC, BSN, Hannibal Public School of

Practical Nursing, Hannibal, Missouri "Couldn't have finished nursing school without it. It's a Nurse's

Bible." -- Marilyn Runnells, LVN, LVN Program, North Orange ROP, Anaheim, California "Taber's

just keeps improving each edition -- when I think you've done the best you can do, you come up

with another spectacular edition!" -- Brenda Phillips, RN, BSN, Southwest Technology Center, Altus,

Oklahoma "I feel Taber's is the best medical dictionary published. I have used Taber's since I was a

radiography student in 1975. I tell students Taber's is the best. I would recommend it to anyone." --

Mike Cochran, Assistant Professor of Radiology, Southwest Virginia Community College, Richlands,

Virginia "My students and I use it every single day." -- Kandace Oldroyd, RN, CNA-Med Terms,

BATC, Logan Utah
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With its well recognized green cover, comprehensive coverage, and the famous Taber&#x92;s

name&#x97;Taber&#x92;s is the first choice, the best choice, the proven choice since 1940. The

field of health science is ever changing and improving, and as long as that is the case,

Taber&#x92;s will continue to provide the current and comprehensive dictionary for both students

and professionals alike. Founded in 1879, F.A. Davis remains an independently owned and

operated educational resource company dedicated to providing the most up-to-date, accurate and

informative resources from which students in nursing, health professions and medicine will learn

their course work.

It was an average used book. I hate when people write the name all over the outside of the pages. It

really detracts from the book and it's resell.

Although Stedman's dictionary seems to be the preference for most medical schools, Taber's

actually contains a lot more words than Stedman's. To be fair, there isn't much competition when it

comes to medical dictionaries, it's either Stedman's or Taber's. Stedman's update is usually 4 to 5

years, but you'll only notice the lack of new words if you're in the research field. Taber's tends to

release a new edition every year or two, plus you get more words at a lower price. In terms of the

definitions in Taber's, it's written to be just a bit more considerate for the layman. Whereas in



Stedman's, you would probably need to be at least a medical student or higher to make the most

use of it. Best solution is to get both, at least one of the two definitions will make better sense to

you.

The Tabers is the authority of all medical information, easy to find new information and very

accurate. The only problem is that when I look up one item, I get distracted into browsing into other

definitions! I recommend this book (almost any edition, with very few pertinent changes with each

edition) for anyone interested in the medical field.

This book was used, but in "like new" condition. The condition is so good that I wouldn't have known

that it had been a used book except for the missing CD! The one I have does not have the thumb

index, though; that's okay for me. I used this book in my Medical Terminology course to explain

conditions & body parts better (it was actually a "suggested" item for my Insurance Records/Coding

class & I didn't need it there). This book is required for my transcription course (I have been an MT

for over 10 years, but am studying for another career; unfortunately, local college does not take

work experience into account for college credits).

This book was first introduced to me in nursing school. It was the one reference that connected the

dots for everyone, and helped us to figure things out when nothing else would. It's a must-have for

anyone interested in medical issues, and it's intesting enough that you could have it as your only

book, and remain amused for a long, long time! I would have loved this before nursing school. While

in high school, or while in college earning my 4-year science degree, prior to nursing school, would

have been a great time to have this easy to carry must-have. The pages are thin, almost tissue like,

but durable, light and there are MANY of them. I hope you enjoy it too!! I bought a second one about

15 years after the first because they update these, and it is well worth it!

Here in one place is a lot of medical information. I got mine for $1.78! If you or someone you know is

interacting with the present day American medical system you NEED this book. Look up your

test/situation/procedure and KNOW what to expect! Don't go unprepared.

Very useful dictionary, I like being able to see the in depth definitions with images without having to

google so many versions of the same thing. Must have for the student or individual looking to define

or understand medical words.



This ebook dictionary is designed to be read from page one to the end, not designed as a reference.

There is no way to get to a specific letter, unless you spend the time to bookmark the location of

each letter. You can't search by word segment or the first few letters of a term, you must enter the

entire term AND spell it correctly or else the system will not be able to find it.Looks like we have to

wait a bit longer to get an e-library for reference books.
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